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COVER:
Strangely Normal
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD23

Woman and Girl holding Small Beast
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD17
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If You Go Into the Woods Today

A
ndrea Dezsö is a visual artist who works at 

the intersection of art, design, and craft. 

Much of her work in drawing, embroidery, 

paper cutting, animation, sculpture, and 

installation is representational, though 

not necessarily of this world. Among her most intriguing 

works are the “tunnel books” she creates by drawing, 

cutting out, and painting individual scenes that she layers 

in a box. Each tunnel book is a miniature universe, small 

in size but so enormous in scale that when you peer into 

it you may feel something you have not experienced since 

childhood: the desire to shrink yourself and go inside. 

A combination of things draws you in: the high level of 

craft, the exquisitely painted surfaces, the strangeness of 

the scene, but most of all, the uncanny sense of depth 

that makes you feel that if you can get inside you could 

continue walking. As with the Enchanted Forest of fairy 

tales, or Dante’s deep wood, when you peer into one of 

Andrea Dezsö’s tunnel books you stand at a departure 

point leading inward to another reality. 

 Dezsö has always lived in cities, so for her going into 

the forest is like stepping into another world, one where 

everything is different and anything can happen. The 

forest is akin to another kingdom where the imagination 

can run free and liberate you. It could be a dangerous 

place, wild and unknown; like the unconscious mind, it is 

a place where you might hesitate to go lest you get lost.

 Dezsö’s one-of-a-kind pop-up books, in which a 

three-dimensional scene stands up when the book is 

opened, and her tunnel books are visual journals in which 

she processes personal thoughts and creates an inner 

dialogue between herself and the object she is making. 

Each book alludes to dreams, anxieties, or subconscious 

thoughts Dezsö experienced at a certain time of her life. 

She started making the books while an undergraduate 

in London, where she spent long hours on computers 

becoming increasingly aware that what she was working 

on did not have a physical reality. She wanted to make 

things that had a material existence, but because she 

moved from country to country, what she made had to 

be small and portable. The books’ imagery could be 

enigmatic, weird, and beautiful all at the same time. 

Each image has a strong sense of narrative, though what 

it narrates remains a mystery. Dezsö’s reticence about 

the specific content of her works stems from an artistic 

breakthrough she made when she was 14 years old and 

preparing to enter art school. She made a sculpture of a 

woman giving another woman a shoe. The teacher, who 

admired and encouraged her work, removed the shoe. 

She explained that without it, the gesture between the 

women could mean anything, whereas with it the viewer 

says, “Oh, I know what this is; she’s giving the other one 

a shoe.” 

 It is important to Dezsö that her image elicits an 

immediate and visceral feeling, a gut reaction that 

causes the person to ask, “What is this?” and to imagine 

his or her own story. For example, in the tunnel book, 

Woman and Girl Holding Small Beast (AD17), we do not 

know who the characters are, the purpose of the strange 

structure located where they stand, or what kind of beast 

is being held. Is the starry sky above them the night sky, 

or a painted ceiling? Why are they dressed in a manner 

that does not identify a particular period? Dezsö hints 

at some kind of relationship between the women, and 

“YOu knOW hOW TunnEL bOOkS gO LAYER-bY-LAYER? 
  IT IS ThE WAY TREES gO, bACk AnD bACk, gOIng DEEpER”  

  — AnDREA DEzSö



between them and the animal, but they exist in their own 

universe, one about which we can only wonder. 

 In the pop-up book, Nude in Forest (AD6), a woman’s 

larger-than-life nude body curves around a stand of 

bluish trees. The trees’ thick trunks and bare, overlapping 

branches form a solitary circular enclave set within the 

boundary of a dark brown field. This mysterious image 

came from the recollection of a bizarre experience 

Dezsö had as a teenage member of the Young pioneers, 

a compulsory youth group used to indoctrinate children 

with Communist ideology. Continuous drills prepared 

students for worst-case scenarios such as the united 

States dropping the atomic bomb, so that if someone were 

injured you would know what to do. Exercises often took 

place in school, but on occasion would be conducted in 

a field on the edge of town, near the forest, so the sense 

of drama would be heightened. Dezsö recalls a session 

in which they were taught what to do if someone had an 

epileptic seizure while under attack: grasp the tongue and, 

to keep the person from swallowing it, fasten it to your 

pioneer shirt with a safety needle. Nude in Forest began 

as “the tongue-swallowing picture.” Originally the woman 

was dressed and had a pierced tongue; Dezsö made her 

appear even stranger and more exposed by making her 

gigantic and nude, lying out in the open in a natural setting 

where she does not belong. 

 A few desolate trees represent the forest in the tunnel 

book, Self Portrait with Tree Stumps (AD10). To the 

left of one tree, a nude figure standing with a sorrowful 

attitude is seen from the back, wearing only a bright 

red cap, with a cord around her waist and another tied 

around her upper right arm. her right hand is missing. 

Light illuminates the left edge of the figure’s face, whose 

features we cannot see, while on a massive, curving tree 

trunk, severed branches echo the figure’s absent left 

hand. notes Dezsö:

Trees can grow out from the stumps, but people 

stay that way. I was thinking a lot about these 

things. My father had a lot of amputations and 

around that time I questioned what happens when 

you lose part of your physical self. I started to look 

at nature. This—losing a limb—happens in nature 

but we do not think of it as quite as tragic because 

there is always this sense that the part will be 

replaced. The holes get filled, and things move on 

and go on. how we are part of this cycle of going on 

is not quite the same, but we lose things along the 

way, things get stopped at a certain point, and you 

have to find another way. Things are thwarted and 

frustrated or cannot continue to flow in the same 

direction, and then you have to find something, to 

go somewhere else.

 The forest appears even more foreboding in Self 

Portrait with Chameleon and Red Helmet (AD22). bare, 

mottled-bark trees that recede into a violet mist in the 

far distance, but become black spikes in the foreground, 

frame the nude figure of the artist. Wide-eyed, the 

woman’s eyes gaze dully at something outside the frame. 

She wears a close-fitting red helmet with a single yellow 

star at its center. A thin red line encircles her neck while 

above, a long red scarf drifts across the scene as if on a 

current of air. With her elbows bent and arms held slightly 

out before her, she holds a green chameleon on her right 

hand, and though it stretches over to the left, that hand is 

not visible. Is it missing or merely hidden? 

 In Strangely Normal (AD23), opposite worlds have 

merged into a hybrid forest-city. The Alien Child, now 

looking lighthearted in a golden helmet, blue tunic, and 

tall blue boots, walks with seeming ease amidst bare 

trees and pointy and perforated metal-looking forms. A 

central character in Dezsö‘s work, the Alien Child, is her 

persona. The Alien Child is an individual who feels that 

anywhere she goes she will in some way be an outsider. 

Dezsö traces this feeling of isolation to a childhood where 

she was the one in her family who did not fit in, had a 

difficult time at school, liked loud colors, and always got 

into trouble. her mother’s explanation was that when she 

was in the hospital and had given birth to Andrea, she fell 

asleep for a moment. next to her was a gypsy woman who 

had also given birth to a baby. The nurse switched the 

babies by accident; the woman took off with the wrong 

baby and Andrea’s mother took home the gypsy baby. 

This story was liberating for Dezsö, because it explained 

why there was nothing wrong with her; she just belonged 

to the gypsy family. Still, she dreamed of going away 

to a world in which everyone was an alien and nobody 

“belonged,” where each person had to figure out his or 

her own way. The gold helmet would protect her from the 
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Self Portrait with Tree Stumps  
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD10
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Self Portrait with Chameleon and red helmet
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD22
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Nude in forest
pop-up book, mixed media construction
Open: 5 ƒ x 13 ƒ x 8 ˙" 
Closed: ˙ x 7 x 8"
AD6

migraine headaches she suffered. It would be a symbol 

of travel and shield her even as it identified her as being 

from somewhere else. The inspiration for the gold helmet 

came from diverse sources: from space helmets to gold 

halos seen in icons of the Eastern Orthodox Church. Says 

Dezsö, “In Romania where the Eastern Orthodox religion 

is prevalent, you see a lot of saints with these halos. They 

are, in a way, aliens in this world. “

 “You know how tunnel books go layer-by-layer? It is the 

way trees go, back and back, going deeper.” Dezsö returns 

again and again to her imagination, and to recollections 

of her childhood and youth, reaching deep into her 

psyche for the raw material from which to make her work. 

She emerges from the forest having rediscovered aspects 

of her self. Like fairy tales, these discoveries teach and 

transform in ways that are magical, strange, scary, and 

like some of our dreams, unforgettable.

— KImBerLY dAveNPorT

  

Kimberly Davenport is Director and Chief Curator of the Rice 

University Art Gallery in Houston, Texas. She worked with Andrea 

Dezsö in 2010 on a site-specific installation at the Rice University Art 

Gallery titled Sometimes in My Dreams I Fly.
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Alien Child with hanging meat
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD9
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The Transformation of the friedman Girls
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD18
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The Body factory
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD19
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The Changelings
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 7"
AD8
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meeting the other
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD21
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rabbits   
Cast and painted vitreous china
32 x 12 x 12"
AD34, AD35
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We Were Pioneers
pop-up book, mixed media construction
Open: 7 x 14 x 9" 
Closed: ˙ x 9 x 7 ˙"
AD5
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Baby, Street Sign
pop-up book, mixed media construction
Open: 5 x 14 ˙ x 7 ƒ"
Closed: ˙ x 7 ƒ x 7"
AD7
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After We emigrated
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD24

Bird flying at Night among Trees
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD25

Belladonna dinnerware
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD26

hands of an Invisible Person
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD27
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The Smell of Chamomiles at Night
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD30

Today I Was Sad
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD28

I Wonder If I Should
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD29

The Whole Sky Went Green Then Black
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD31
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my mother Claimed That a Woman’s Belly Starts Growing 
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD2

my mother Claimed That our destinies are Written in our Palms
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD3

my mother Claimed That men have Stinky feet 
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD4

my mother Claimed That hepatitis is a Liver disease
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD1
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my mother Claimed That a frog Will Grow in Your Belly
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD11

my mother Claimed That You Can Get hepatitis 
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD12

my mother Claimed That our Nanny had Six Puppy dogs 
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
10 x 8" matted
AD14 

my mother Claimed That You don’t Know What Kind of a man 
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
10 x 8" matted
AD16
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I Lost my Job
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD32

Women Who dance with Alien Bugs at Night
glazed and painted vitreous china
1 ˙ x 7 x 7"
AD33

my mother Claimed That Too much Laughter ends in Tears
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙"  matted
AD15

my mother Claimed That the Scent of Lilies
Cotton and metallic floss embroidery on cotton fabric
9 ˙ x 8 ˙" matted
AD13
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Woman in Bathtub
Cast vitreous china and acrylic paint
8 x 9 x 9"
AD37



Andrea dezsö 

A
ndrea Dezsö is a visual artist who works across a 

broad range of media including drawing, cut paper, 

embroidery, sculpture, installation, animation, and 

large-scale public art. She received a bFA in graphic Design 

and Typography and an MFA in Visual Communication from 

the hungarian university of Design in budapest, hungary. her 

work has been exhibited at the Museum of Arts and Design 

and Jack Tilton gallery, new York City; pucker gallery, boston; 

Rice university Art gallery, houston; Frey norris gallery, San 

Francisco; Fujikawa kirie Art Museum, Japan; Cheongjou Craft 

biennale, South korea; and reviewed in ArtForum, ArtNews, 

The New York Times, The Village Voice, Wall Street Journal, 

npR, pbS, New York magazine, Print, Fiber Arts and Hand/Eye. 

Community Garden, Dezsö’s large-scale public mosaic installed 

in the new York City subway, was awarded best American public 

Art in 2007. her second project for the subway, a 48-panel 

stainless steel work, called Nature Rail, was installed in 2012. 

Dezsö is Assistant professor of Art at hampshire College in 

Amherst, Massachusetts. She was a faculty member at parsons 

School of Design in new York for nearly a decade and has also 

taught at the Maryland Institute College of Art in baltimore, City 

College in new York, the Moholy-nagy university of Art and 

Design in budapest and has lectured extensively nationally and 

internationally. Dezsö lives in Amherst and new York City.

bIOgRAphY
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Andrea dezsö

Tunnel box installations at frey Norris Gallery in the exhibition Things We Think When We Believe We Know, 2010.
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Assembly Line for the Body factory
Tunnel book with cotton rag paper, linen thread, and acrylic paint
7 x 5 x 6"
AD20

Credits:  Design: Leslie Anne Feagley   |   Editors: Destiny M. barletta and Tess Mattern
Selected photography: John Davenport

© 2012, pucker gallery
printed in China by Cross blue Overseas printing Company
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Pucker Gallery
171 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617.267.9473
Fax: 617.424.9759
Email: contactus@puckergallery.com

ChANGe ServICe requeSTed
To view this catalogue and other Gallery publications and  
to experience an audio tour of the exhibition, please visit  
www.puckergallery.com.

Gallery hours:
Monday through Saturday 10:00 am to 5:30 pm

Sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

We offer one free hour of validated parking at the 200 Newbury 
Street Garage. The garage driving entrance is located on Exeter 
Street between Newbury and Boylston Streets. The nearest MBTA 
stop is Copley Station on the Green Line.

Pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston Art Dealers Association  
and the New England Appraisers Association.

five Women
Cast vitreous china and acrylic paint
7 © x 3 ˙ x 6 ©"
AD39

dATeS: 12 January through 25 february 2013

oPeNING reCePTIoN: 12 January 2013, 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm

The public is invited to attend. The artist will be present.


